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A Journey on the Orient Express

**London England**
Train Station Embark on your Journey

**Paris France**
Moulin Rouge Entertainment Music & Dancing

**Milan Italy**
The Casino Nightlife & Photography

**Switzerland**
Ice Luge & Cocktails

**Istanbul Turkey**
The Arabic Influence

---
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Penny
Our London Black Cab Photo Booth
An oldy, but goody, this is one of our first booths, and takes the photo booth concept, and magnifies the fun factor to give a unique photo booth experience, Penny (like all of our taxi booths) was an actual London taxi cab in her former life, before being whisked away and put to work making people smile.
Penny could be outside the main entrance
Burlesque Style Dancers & Show!

Meet & Greet Ladies!

Great Fun, Not Too Naughty!

VERY Ooooh La La FRENCH!

Black & White Dance Floor

Paris France
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Since their formation in 1992 the Fabulous Dough Boys have amassed a fiercely loyal following. Their enviable reputation for hard work and reliability comes directly from their flamboyant and unforgettable live performances. The staggering virtuoso talents of pianist / vocalist Jon Clare lead the trio through their dynamic stage show with a recipe of storming rock 'n' roll, smooching ballads and classic soul. All this coupled with great Bass & Drums with superb harmonies Jon Clare & The Fabulous Dough Boys are one band you will never forget! Superb and the best in their field!

“The most amazing piano player you will ever see, the band and the music are just so exciting and powerful, I couldn’t keep off the dance floor, just fantastic”

“What a voice and what a band, Jon is just amazing he plays piano like he was born playing it!”
Great Choice of Music

Jerry Lee Lewis to Elton John

All played with soul & skill.

“Jon has the voice of an angel who’s smoked 20 a day. Pure but with a husky edge.”

Truly one of the best bands in the country!

Corporate
Military
Theatres
Outdoor Festivals

Complete with Sound & Lights.

Jon Clare is also available solo
☎ 0800 018 3173
To Book The Amazing Jon Clare & His Band.
It's often said that music makes the party, and DJ Penfold could not agree more. An experienced disc jockey can often be the difference in turning a good party into a great one. And great parties just happen to be what he specialise in.

By interacting with the dance floor participants, and motivating standing on-lookers, DJ Penfold ensures the involvement of each and every guest while creating an enjoyable social atmosphere. Each year Penfold successfully host hundreds of events, in both the corporate and private markets. Combine this performance experience with his extensive music library, reliable mobile sound systems, and a professional image, and you've got what we like to call entertainment excellence.

When the day of your event finally does arrive, you can trust that your top Langford Productions disc jockey will arrive on time, be appropriately dressed, and fully informed as to the evening's agenda. Nothing is left to chance. Make the right choice. Trust your event to the party professionals at Langford Productions and book DJ Penfold.
CASINO

What do we provide?
Roulette
Black Jack
Casino Stud Poker
Dice Table (Craps)
ChuckaLuck
Top Quality Croupiers

Our fun casinos have continually proved successful with guests of any age in any social or corporate function. We pride ourselves on the quality of our casino tables, which complimented by the skills and character of our professional croupiers, guarantee an enjoyable evening. Our croupiers are always happy to explain the rules and procedures of the various games, and the provision of our casino manager at every function ensures the smooth running of the evening.

Photo Booths
Large selection available Meet & Greet Ladies in Feather To compliment the Casino

Switzerland
Ice Luge & Cocktails

Istanbul Turkey

The Arabic Influence

Belly Dancers
Lots of Cushions & Arabic / Turkish Style Theming

Theming
The Theming Quote will be given to you as a separate document on request

The suggestion is to turn the hallway into a train Carriage. This can be achieved but will require a lot of draping. We can quote for this on an individual basis.

The main part to get right is the entrance, coffee bar with some cushioning etc. Entrance signs to Paris Bar & Casino along with perhaps a blue Ice style bar outside.

**Fairground**

**Dodgems**

HOW WE CAN HELP: Well help us to help you. It’s helps us and you to keep bookings under one roof, we can then help oversee the event and make sure equipment, lighting, timings for example
don’t clash. In other words troubleshoot for you. Either one of the partners or our representative will serve as contact point on the night. This person will be well informed and have a timetable for the evening. They will also be there to ensure set up is completed without complication, arrivals are prompt, yourselves and the artistes have a contact point with knowledge of other’s needs. In general, to aid the smooth running of your event.

_**Our job is to make your job as easy as possible!**_

Please call with any queries 0800 018 3173
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